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Integrating a Prusa i3 MK3S+ FDM 3D printer into our clinic’s electron cutout workflow expedites the procedure, eliminates a number of sources of error inherent 
to the current technique, and reduces employee exposure to hazardous materials.
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Electron therapy is a low penetration therapeutic radiation modality, generally used to treat targets 
on the order of 1-3 cm depth. The primary diseases and disorders treated include both skin cancers 
and keloid therapy, which affect 1 in 5 Americans1 and 5-15% of severe wounds2, respectively. 

Electron beams are less penetrating in tissue than photon 
therapy, and scatter strongly in-air between the gantry 
window and the patient. One method of beam collimation 
involves an applicator cone designed to trim the beam to 
a known rectangular field size, followed by an en-face 
metal attenuator cutout designed to be placed as close to 
the patient’s skin surface as possible to only irradiate the 
target shape desired by the MD, as shown in Figure 1. 

Varian’s cutout cone mount system uses blank metal cutout trays,
in which molten Cerrobend metal (Table 1) is poured around a foam negative of the target shape. 

In our clinic’s current workflow, this foam negative is crafted by a Radiation Therapist, who manually 
cuts it out of a chunk of foam per a printout of the MD’s TPS-contoured target shape. 

Potential sources of error that the Medical Physics team can address are present in steps 2 through 5, 
as follows:

2) Manual scaling and printing can cause geometric distortion
3) Hot wire foam cutting is time-consuming; if hot cutting wire is bent, the cutout negative

can have inaccurate morphology
4) Manual placement of the cutout negative can lead to rotational errors
5) Unattached negative can shift, causing geometric errors

The type of 3D printing we chose for the project is called Fused Deposition 
Modeling (FDM), where a plastic filament similar to Weed Whacker line is 
extruded layer by layer by a hot nozzle. Our clinic uses a Prusa i3 Mk3S+ 
printer with a 0.4 mm nozzle, with a minimum height resolution of 0.05 
mm and a planar resolution of 0.01 mm, allowing the printer to accurately 
and precisely reproduce the complex target contour designed by the MD. 

We have selected polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PET-G) plastic as our 
printing material, readily available at the rate of 1 kg per $20 USD. PET-G 
begins to deform at approximately 180 °C, which is a much higher limit 
than the 75 °C (poured) Cerrobend, leading to minimal deviation from the 
MD’s intended contour.

Our proposed workflow redesign integrating our clinic’s 3D printer is shown in Figure 4. This 
workflow eliminates the sources of error identified in the Current Workflow by the following 
ways:

2) A fully automatic export filter converts the “true” contour to a readable format
3) Two-click automatic conversion replicates the “true” contour in a printable format
4) With a well-calibrated printer, manufacture is a functionally standardized process
5) Our jig allows a single global orientation for assembly, removing geometric errors

This project designed and tested two key components of this updated workflow: the Python 
3.9 based rtDICOM plan -> printable .STL converter, and the pouring jig used to eliminate 
geometric error. The converter script uses open source libraries (pyDICOM3, numpy-stl4, 
numpy5, mapbox_earcut6, and tkinter7) to extract cutout contour data from rtDICOM header 
(300A, 0002), then convert it to a planar solid of known height based on the design of our jig. 
A triangular key is then placed on the cutout negative’s surface at origin, acting as a 
geographical constant inside the coordinate space of the jig. This .STL is then exported to our 
active directory, and named according to the patient MRN, disease site, and applicator 
dimensions to eliminate any confusion between cutout files. The output is shown in Figure 5.

The .STL is imported into the PrusaSlicer software package, which “slices” the .STL by writing 
3D printer machine code tool paths to deposit filament layer-by-layer to generate the .STL’s 3D 
shape. Our application-specific print configuration removes a surface layer and base layer to 
increase print speeds and reduce filament cost, while a preset 4% triangular infill setting 
retains shape integrity under pressure while minimizing material usage. Figure 6 demonstrates 
our slicing settings applied to the cutout negative generated in Figure 5. We then print the 
cutout negatives at 0.3 mm layer size to ensure rapid printing, on the order of ~30-35 minutes 
of hands-off print time. From task submission to a fully-printed cutout negative, this workflow 
requires approximately 2 minutes of active work and 35 minutes of passive printing.

The pouring jig we designed (Figure 7) features applicator-specific dimensions. For this pilot 
study, we executed a retrospective study to confirm that the 10x10 cm applicator was 
featured in the most treatments out of all of our electron cases delivered over the past two 
years of clinical work. Designed to fit a 10x10 cutout tray in its bowl, our jig includes a 0.3 cm 
poured silicone layer glued to the floor to promote sealing when liquid Cerrobend is poured 
into the tray. A reinforced platform with an offset lock on the key holder’s surface allows the 
pourer to place a lead weight on top of the whole assembly when in use (Figure 8), holding all 
of the components in the necessary fixed position to generate an optimal cutout. 

Once the Cerrobend cools approximately 1 hour, the full cutout can be peeled off the jig. The 
now-disposable cutout negative is then popped out with light finger pressure, as 
demonstrated in Figure 9, and the contour-identical cutout is ready for treatment with no 
post-processing necessary.

We identified a 10 patient cohort 
(partially shown in Figure 10) targeting 
a variety of machines, energies, and 
disease sites. To evaluate the quality of 
our cutout process, we first calculated 
our predicted cutout factors using the 
Electron Monte Carlo (EMC) algorithm 
in the Varian Eclipse 16.0 TPS. We 
captured charge from a reference 
cutout field (10x10 cm, in this case) at 
each energy’s respective reference 
depth in solid water, then compared 
these results against those captured 
with the patient-specific cutouts in 
place in the applicator to ascertain 
dose delivered. 

As shown in Table 2, the 10 cutouts 
generated by our workflow featured an 
average deviation of 0.61% from the 
TPS predicted dose, with a maximum 
deviation of 0.89%.

Given the inherent uncertainty of an EMC calculation, our deviations from TPS predicted dose 
across all cutouts are very reasonable. The workflow itself has proven flexible and easy to 
learn after walk-throughs delivered to relevant parties, and should be easily expanded to 
include 6x6, 15x15, 20x20, and 25x25 applicator cutout sizes in the near future.

One future goal is to attempt the print with an increased nozzle size, as increasing the rate of 
flow of the cutout negative should be able to reduce print time by a factor of 2 without 
meaningfully affecting the XY accuracy of the contour. The final larger goal of this project 
focuses on replacing the presence of Cerrobend in our clinic with a non-toxic similarly 
attenuating substitute. A project executed by Skinner8 et al. indicates success with mm scale 
tungsten beads, a starting direction if this is identified as this project’s next goal.

Alloy of: 50% bismuth, 26% lead, 13% tin, 11% cadmium
Melting Point: 70 °C (158 °F)

Toxicities: Lead and cadmium
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Figure 1: En-face electron cutout

Table 1: Cerrobend data
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Figure 4: Proposed 3D printer augmented workflow

Figure 5: Pre-sliced cutout negative .STL Figure 6: Sliced cutout negative .STL

Figure 3: Prusa i3 Mk3S+

Figure 7: Pouring jig with key holder Figure 8: Freshly poured cutout

Figure 9: Final cutout with cutout negative removed

Figure 10: Part of our cutout cohort for evaluation

Table 2: Cutout cohort experimental results
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